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Warrior Cats Mezzanotte Seconda Serie
Nel quinto capitolo della seconda serie dei Warrior Cats i gatti dei Clan cercano di ristabilire i
delicati equilibri in cui avevano vissuto nella foresta. Ma il nuovo territorio nasconde parecchie
insidie. «Ma come diventeremo leader?», chiese ArtigliodiMora. «Non credo che StelladiFuoco
mi nominerà mai vice. Non ho neppure un apprendista». StelladiTigre era visibilmente irritato.
«Quando vai a caccia, ti aspetti che i topi ti saltino in bocca? No. Annusi la preda, la insegui e
poi balzi. È lo stesso con il potere. Non arriverà, a meno che non lo cerchi. Entrambi
possedete il vero spirito dei guerrieri. So che ce la farete, se seguirete i miei consigli». «Lo
faremo!». BrinadiFalco si alzò. «Faremo qualsiasi cosa tu ci dica»!
Learn the language of la dolce vita! For anyone who wants to learn and enjoy the most
expressive and romantic of languages, the third edition of 'The Complete Idiot's Guide to
Learning Italian' is the first choice for a whole new generation of enthusiastic students of
Italian. This updated edition includes two new quick references on verbs, grammar, and
sentence structure; two new appendixes on Italian synonyms and popular idiomatic phrases;
and updated business and money sections. First two editions have sold extraordinariy well.
Italian is the fourth most popular language in the United States.
". . . warmth and humor of Munsch at his best".--Globe and Mail. Full-color illustrations.
This book is the first to establish the relevance of same-sex desires, pleasures and anxieties in
the cinema of post-war Italy. It explores cinematic representations of homosexuality and their
significance in a wider cultural struggle in Italy involving society, cinema, and sexuality
between the 1940s and 1970s. Besides tracing the evolution of representations through both
art and popular films, this book also analyses connections with consumer culture, film criticism
and politics. Giori uncovers how complicated negotiations between challenges to and
valorization of dominant forms of knowledge of homosexuality shaped representations and
argues that they were not always the outcome of hatred but also sought to convey
unmentionable pleasures and complicities. Through archival research and a survey of more
than 600 films, the author enriches our understanding of thirty years of Italian film and cultural
history.
The return of a long lost clan . . . The newly reunited SkyClan is thriving under Leafstar's
leadership. As new apprentices and warriors move through the ranks, Leafstar is determined to
believe that SkyClan's future is bright. But outside threats continue to plague the Clan, and as
dissent grows from within, Leafstar must face the one question she dreads: Is SkyClan meant
to survive?
This new major reference work provides a comprehensive overview of linguistic phenomena in
Mandarin and other dialects in a global context, highlighting the dynamic interaction between
those languages and English. Through state-of-the-art accounts of various sub-fields such as
applied linguistics, machine translation, English subtitling as cross-cultural mediation,
technology in Chinese language teaching and global business communication, this handbook
offers a significant contribution to the field of Chinese language and linguistics. Examining fastgrowing linguistic research areas on Chinese languages, ranging from research on language
contact, linguistic typology, cognitive linguistics, pragmatics, forensic linguistics, to Sinitic
kinship studies, it focuses on language contact situations inside and outside China, including
the Cantonese and Hokkien diaspora, and Sinitic languages notably along the Belt and Road.
Exploring how key Chinese concepts were coined at the beginning of the 20th century through
interaction with European languages and how they have evolved, it also includes topics on the
search for a universal language in the Chinese language context. Addressing core issues
within Chinese language and culture and focusing on the sites and forms of interaction
between Chinese and English, this handbook encompasses a rich overview of the field,
offering a global and interdisciplinary tool for students and researchers across the field of
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Chinese language and linguistics.
Non c’è pace per i Clan della foresta: MantodiLava, sciamana del Clan del Tuono, ha una
visione in cui tigre e fuoco sono uniti, e la foresta è in pericolo. Intanto, i grandi guerrieri del
passato si sono riuniti per scegliere quattro gatti, uno per ogni Clan, da inviare in una missione
speciale: raggiungere un luogo sconosciuto e ascoltare cosa ha da dire la mezzanotte. Prima
però devono trovare la grotta buia con i denti e la distesa infinita di acqua in cui il sole affoga,
creando una scia rosso sangue. I protagonisti della seconda serie della saga dei Warrior Cats
sono i figli dei gatti che i lettori hanno imparato ad amare nei precedenti romanzi.
The warrior cats leap off the page in this full-color graphic novel adventure—a stand-alone story
set in the world of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. Forced out of the forest that
had been their home for generations, the four warrior Clans are about to settle into their new
homes around the lake. Some cats see their new beginning as a chance for the Clans to live
together in peace and friendship, but WindClan’s deputy Mudclaw believes the other Clans
cannot be trusted. And as he prepares to take the ailing Tallstar’s place as leader, he is
determined to do whatever it takes to secure the future of his Clan—no matter the cost. Set
during the events of Warriors: The New Prophecy, this action-packed, stand-alone adventure is
perfect for longtime Erin Hunter fans and new readers alike.

An enthralling epic about two trailblazing female doctors in nineteenth-century New
York from the international bestselling author of The Gilded Hour. Obstetrician Dr.
Sophie Savard returns home to the achingly familiar rhythms of Manhattan in the early
spring of 1884 to rebuild her life after the death of her husband. With the help of Dr.
Anna Savard, her dearest friend, cousin, and fellow physician, she plans to continue
her work aiding the disadvantaged women society would rather forget. As Sophie sets
out to construct a new life for herself, Anna's husband, Detective Sergeant Jack
Mezzanotte, calls on them both to consult on two new cases: the wife of a prominent
banker has disappeared into thin air, and the corpse of a young woman is found with
baffling wounds that suggest a killer is on the loose. In New York, it seems that the
advancement of women has brought out the worst in some men. Unable to ignore the
plight of New York's less fortunate, these intrepid cousins draw on all their resources to
protect their patients.
"A girl, who's adopted and raised by a race of creatures with feathers for hair and magic
in their veins, becomes involved in an ancient war and a centuries-old love, discovering
startling truths about the world she lives in."--Provided by publisher.
After centuries of British rule, nobody expected Indian Independence and the birth of
Pakistan to be so bloody - they were supposed to be the answer to the dreams of
Muslims and Hindus. Jawaharlal Nehru, Gandhi's protégé and the political leader of
India, believed Indians were an inherently nonviolent, peaceful people. Pakistan's
founder, Mohammad Ali Jinnah, was a secular lawyer, not a firebrand. But in August
1946, exactly a year before Independence, Calcutta erupted in street-gang fighting. A
cycle of riots - targeting Hindus, then Muslims, then Sikhs - spiraled out of control. As
the summer of 1947 approached, all three groups were heavily armed and on edge,
and the British rushed to leave. Hell let loose. Trains carried Muslims west and Hindus
east to their slaughter. Some of the most brutal and widespread ethnic cleansing in
modern history erupted on both sides of the new border, carving a gulf between India
and Pakistan that remains a root cause of many evils. From jihadi terrorism to nuclear
proliferation, the searing tale told in Midnight's Furies explains all too many of the
headlines we read today.
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Isla has arrived at the frigid Snowlands to find her lost brother, Pirie. The tundra is a
harsh place -- and the wolves who live within its icy kingdoms are harsher still -- but
Isla's flair for the mysterious arts of foxcraft has grown tremendously.The young fox is
on a mission of grave importance. A cruel and powerful fox known as the Mage is using
his own mastery of foxcraft to summon an ancient threat. If he succeeds, then more
than just Pirie's life will be at stake.But Isla discovers the once-proud wolves are broken
and wary. Their king is weak, struck by a peculiar madness, and a rival kingdom
threatens their borders. If Isla can't find help amongst the wolves, then the whole world
will burn.
A bargain that was all business . . . and pure passion. Neither wealth nor beauty will
help Lady Francesca Gordon win custody of her young niece Georgina, saving the girl
from a cruel stepmother; she needs London’s top solicitor for that. But when Edward
de Lacey, son of the powerful Duke of Durham, hires away the one man who can do
the job, Francesca decides Edward himself must champion her case . . . if only she can
melt the dashing lord’s stony heart. Edward has reason to be guarded, though.
London’s tabloids have just exposed a secret that could ruin his entire family. When
Francesca offers a unique chance to undo the damage, Edward is forced to agree to a
partnership . . . and now, each moment together feeds the flames of his scandalous
longing for the passionate widow. But when Georgina disappears, fate will test them
both . . . and leave their love hanging in the balance.
An epic stand-alone adventure in Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series! Set just after the events of Warriors #6: The Darkest Hour, this Super Edition
follows the ThunderClan leader Firestar on a quest to uncover a long-forgotten truth. It
is a time of peace between the warrior Clans, and all four are thriving. Then Firestar,
leader of ThunderClan, discovers a terrible secret: the warrior ancestors of StarClan
have lied to him. Firestar must embark on a perilous journey to right their wrong—and
nothing will ever be the same again. Join the legion of fans who have discovered the
epic adventures, fierce warrior cats, and thrilling fantasy world of the mega-bestselling
Warriors series. This stand-alone entry is perfect for new readers and dedicated fans
alike.
An innovative volume of fifteen interdisciplinary essays at the nexus of material culture,
performance studies, and game theory, Playthings in Early Modernity emphasizes the
rules of the game(s) as well as the breaking of those rules. Thus, the titular "plaything"
is understood as both an object and a person, and play, in the early modern world, is
treated not merely as a pastime, a leisurely pursuit, but as a pivotal part of daily life, a
strategic psychosocial endeavor.
William "Red Eagle" Weatherford was a Creek (Muscogee) Native American who led
the Creek War offensive against the United States. Like many of the high-ranking
members of the Creek nation, he was a mixture of Scottish and Creek Indian. His "war
name" was Hopnicafutsahia, or "Truth Teller," and was commonly referred to as
Lamochattee, or "Red Eagle," by other Creeks. During the Creek Civil War, in February
1813, Weatherford reportedly made a strange prophecy that called for the
extermination of English settlers on lands formerly held by Native Americans. He used
his "vision" to gather support from various Native American tribes.
The fall of Nero and the civil wars of 69 CE ushered in an era scarred by the recent
conflicts; Flavian literature also inherited a rich tradition of narrating nefas from its
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predecessors who had confronted and commemorated the traumas of Pharsalus and
Actium. Despite the present surge of scholarly interest in both Flavian literary studies
and Roman civil war literature, however, the Flavian contribution to Rome’s literature of
bellum ciuile remains understudied. This volume shines a spotlight on these neglected
voices. In the wake of 69 CE, writing civil war became an inescapable project for
Flavian Rome: from Statius’s fraternas acies and Silius’s suicidal Saguntines to the
internecine narratives detailed in Josephus’s Bellum Iudaicum and woven into
Frontinus’s exempla, Flavian authors’ preoccupation with civil war transcends genre
and subject matter. This book provides an important new chapter in the study of Roman
civil war literature by investigating the multi-faceted Flavian response to this persistent
and prominent theme.
Alabama. 1812. The southwestern frontier of the young United States spans hundreds
of miles between the Mississippi River and the Appalachian Mountains. The region is
home to dozens of Native American tribes, American settlers, and the soldiers of Spain,
France, England, and the USA. It is a melting pot unseen since the Persian Empire. On
the banks of the Coosa River, William Weatherford manages brisk business from his
trading post. He is the son of a Scottish military man, who served under George
Washington, and a Creek Princess from the sacred Deer family. He moves through
both worlds, native and European. He is known as Red Eagle among his Creek
brothers. He commands respect. He is the sinew that holds his community from the
brink of conflict. But as Red Eagle and his family steer the course of peace, rivals tussle
for control of the land. A series of slights pushes the Creek Nation into standing their
ground against the power-hungry Governor of the Alabama. When Red Eagle declines
to choose sides, his side is chosen for him. With his wife and child murdered and his
home burned to the ground. Red Eagle takes command of the Creek forces. He leads a
strategic guerilla war of resistance that paralyzes the Governor and forces the US
Government to call in General Andrew Jackson to quell the conflict. Through years of
battle, Red Eagle commands Jackson's respect, but the radical factions of his own men
- led by his half-brother, the Prophet Josiah - create dissent in his victory plan. As
attrition hits both sides and the rivers of Alabama run red with the blood of citizens, how
far will Red Eagle go to see peace in his homeland again? When does revenge become
folly? When does the past become a dream you cannot return to? How can one man
save his people from total destruction? This is the story of William Weatherford. The
greatest warrior Andrew Jackson ever faced.
Heed the call of the wild…discover the third book in this action-packed, New York Times
bestselling animal fantasy series from the author of Warriors! ? “Deep characters, a
complex plot, rich mythology, and a stunning setting. Wild and wonderful.” —Kirkus on
Bravelands #1: Broken Pride Set in the African savannah and told from three different
animals’ points of view, Bravelands will thrill readers who love Spirit Animals and
Wings of Fire, as well as the fans who’ve made Erin Hunter a #1 nationally bestselling
phenomenon. An elephant entrusted with a powerful gift. A lion treading a dangerous
path. A baboon trapped by the truth. A great evil has risen. A murderer now leads the
animals of the plains. As the elephant Sky leads her herd in a desperate search for
Bravelands’ rightful leader, the baboon Thorn is forced to flee his old troop, and the lion
Fearless, once their friend, is led astray by a tyrant. The balance of Bravelands is about
to shatter—unless predator, prey, and scavenger unite as one.
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Darkness, air, water, and sky will come together... The wild cats of the forest have lived
in peace and harmony for many moons -- but a doom that will change everything is
coming. Strange messages from their warrior ancestors speak of terrifying new
prophecies, danger, and a mysterious destiny. All the signs point to young warrior
Brambleclaw as the cat with the fate of the forest in his paws. But why would the son of
wicked cat Tigerstar be chosen to be a hero? And who are the other cats mentioned in
the prophecy? All Brambleclaw knows for sure is that the strength and courage of the
greatest warriors will be needed now, as the quest to save the Clans begins. ...and
shake the forest to its roots.
WARRIOR CATS. MezzanotteSeconda serieEdizioni Sonda
"Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her parabatai Julian Blackthorn race to stop a
demonic plot that threatens Los Angeles"-Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the third book of this thrilling prequel arc
from mega-bestselling author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers
back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began
to forge the Warrior code. The rivalry between Gray Wing and Clear Sky has driven a
bitter wedge between the forest cats. As Thunder and Gray Wing struggle to find a
peaceful path for the future, tensions are growing. What began as a misunderstanding
between two brothers has spread far and wide—and now every mountain cat, rogue,
and kittypet in the forest will be forced to pick a side. Dawn of the Clans #3: The First
Battle also contains an exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to Dawn of the Clans #4:
The Blazing Star.
When danger lurks, look to the MEN OF MIDNIGHT: dark, dangerous, and willing to do
anything to protect the women they love. Former navy SEAL Joe Harris nearly
died—twice—on a medevac helo after being blown up by an IED. He’s not moving too
great these days, but if there was ever a woman designed to jump-start a man’s
hormones, it would be his new neighbor. Meeting Isabel—loving Isabel—brought Joe
back to life. Isabel Delvaux came from one of America’s foremost political dynasties,
until the greatest terrorist attack since 9/11 killed her entire family. She barely survived
the Washington Massacre, only to become prey for rabid reporters. Fleeing to Portland
and changing her name was a way out, a way to start over. The only way. She knows
she’s safe with Joe Harris. Not just because he’s big and strong, not just because
he’s part of a security team that obliterates threats on the regular, but because he’s
been to the abyss and back. But as they help each other heal—through talk, through
touch, through spectacular sex—the past comes back to play. When Isabel’s memory
starts to return and a mysterious stranger sends Joe emails indicating Isabel is in
imminent danger, he’ll do anything to help her uncover the truth. Even if that truth is the
most terrifying thing of all… This book is approximately 80,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! Originally published in 2015

A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism
who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone
knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up
to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human
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emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a
neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely
heralded novels in recent years.
The Masai have a reputation for courage, independence and a way of life that fits
with the grasslands of the East African plains. Find out all about the people, their
history and how they live, in this stunning non-fiction book by top BBC wildlife
filmmakers and photographers Jonathan and Angela Scott. * Emerald/Band 15
books provide a widening range of genres including science fiction and
biography, prompting more ways to respond to texts. * Text type - A nonchronological report. * There is a useful glossary and index on pages 44 and 45
and a diary of the day in the life f a Masai child on pages 46 and 47. * Curriculum
links - Geography: knowledge and understanding of places; Citizenship:
developing good relationships and respecting the differences between people. *
This book has been quizzed for Accelerated Reader
Even near death, his sensuality is amazing... She has only one chance to tame
him. Leo arrives on Tisana's doorstep a beaten slave from a near-extinct race
with feline genes. As soon as Leo recovers his strength, he'll use his
extraordinary sexual talents to bewitch Tisana and make a bolt for freedom.
Tisana, whose healing powers are legendary, already knows Leo's the one who
can help her fulfill her destiny... she can't let him get away now. Forced together
on a dangerous journey, Tisana must reveal all of her powers, and Leo must give
all of himself to gain his freedom. The second book in wildly popular Cat Star
Chronicles, a paranormal romance series featuring heroes with a feline gene that
gives them remarkable sexual powers. The Cat Star Chronicles: Slave (Book 1)
Warrior (Book 2) Rogue (Book 3) Outcast (Book 4) Fugitive (Book 5) Hero (Book
6) Virgin (Book 7) Stud (Book 8) Wildcat (Book 9) Rebel (Book 10) Praise for
Slave, Book 1 in The Cat Star Chronicles: "A sexy adventure with a hero you
can't resist!"—Candace Havens, author of Charmed & Deadly "Fascinating world
customs, a bit of a mystery, and the relationship between the hero and heroine
make this a very sensual romance."— Romantic Times "You don't want to miss
this one"— Star-Crossed Romance
A collection of three thrilling, never-before-seen novellas in the #1 nationally
bestselling Warriors series: Pebbleshine’s Kits, Tree’s Roots, and Mothwing’s
Secret. Discover untold stories about three cats of the warrior Clans: a SkyClan
warrior who lost her way during her Clan’s journey to the lake; the origins of the
cat with an unusual ability to speak to the dead; and a new medicine cat’s
winding path to her ultimate destiny. Spectacular new adventures await both firsttime readers and dedicated fans of the series that has sold more than twenty-six
million copies!
'Design is One' is a photo and caption sampling of Lella and Massimo's work
from 1955 to 2003.
By the Winner of the Hans Christian Andersen Medal for Lifetime Achievement in
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Children’s Literature Albert the Glassblower and Sofia are the loving parents of
little Klas and Klara. Albert makes the most beautiful glass bowls and vases
(unfortunately they are so impractical that no one will buy them), while Sofia
supports the family by working in the fields. Every year Albert goes to the fair to
try to sell his wares, and sometimes Sofia and the children go too. At the fair the
family meets Flutter Mildweather, a weaver of magical rugs that foretell the
future, and Klas and Klara come the attention of the splendid Lord and Lady of All
Wishes Town, who have everything they want except for one thing: children. Full
of curious and vivid characters—like the one-eyed raven Wise Wit, who can only
see the bright side of life, and the monstrous governess Nana, whose piercing
song can shatter glass—The Glassblower’s Children also ponders such serious
matters as what it means to find meaningful work and the difference between
what you want and what you need. In The Glassblower’s Children Maria Gripe
has drawn on fairy tales and Norse myths to tell a thrilling story with a very
modern sensibility.
Did you ever look into the eyes of an animal and wonder if they could understand
you? Have you ever fantasized about how great it would be for you to understand
what they thought? In this fascinating book Gerald Bunch relates his journey from
Naval Officer/engineer/left-brained empiricist to intuitive animal communicator.
He explains that intuitive communication is a capability we are all born with and
we can each re-learn. In sharing many of the conversations he has had with
various species, he takes us into the world as experienced by animals. He
describes how we can deepen the bond we have with our animal companions
and how their love and devotion to us can change our lives. His study of quantum
physics helped him bridge the gap between hard science and telepathy, but he
stresses it is not necessary to know how animal communication works, only that
it does work. All the time. Gerald and his buddy Oscar the Cat are on an
odyssey. Their passion is to make the world a better place for all of its
inhabitants.
The construction of a new Latin library between the end of the Republic and the
Augustan Principate was anything but an inhibiting factor. The literary flourishing
of the Flavian age shows that awareness of this canon rather stimulated creative
tension. In the changing socio-cultural context, daring innovations transform the
genres of poetry and prose. This volume, which collects papers by influential
scholars of early Imperial literature, sheds light on the productive dynamics of the
ancient genre system and can also offer insightful perspectives to a nonclassicist readership.
"A candid look at the cultural factors that lend themselves to tolerance of abuse
and violence against women."—Booklist Revised and updated to include current
studies, politics, and discussions, The Macho Paradox is the first book to show
how violence against women is a male issue as well as a female one — and how
we can come together to stop it. Written by pioneering anti-violence educator
Jackson Katz, The Macho Paradox incorporates the voices and experiences of
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women and men who have confronted the problem from all angles, the
discussions surrounding currents events in politics and pop-culture, and where
the violence is ignored or encouraged in our upbringing. Katz also offers cogent
explanations for why so many men harass and hurt women, and he shows what
can be done to stop the violence. By working together as allies, Katz shows how
all genders can end the abuse and mistreatment of women. Additional Praise for
The Macho Paradox: "If only men would read Katz's book, it could serve as a
potent form of male consciousness-raising."—Publishers Weekly "These pages
will empower both men and women to end the scourge of male violence and
abuse. Katz knows how to cut to the core of the issues, demonstrating
undeniably that stopping the degradation of women should be every man's
priority."—Lundy Bancroft, author of Why Does He Do That?: Inside the Minds of
Angry and Controlling Men
More than one beautiful woman's hopeshave been dashed on the rocky shoals
ofJonathan Redmond's heart. With his rivetinggood looks and Redmond wealth
and power,the world is his oyster—until an ultimatumfrom his father and a chilling
gypsy prophecysend him hurtling headlong toward a fatehe'll do anything to
avoid: matrimony. Intoxicating, elusive Thomasina de Ballesteroshas the bloods
of London at her feet. But noneof them knows the real Tommy—the one witha
shocking pedigree, a few too many secrets,and a healthy scorn for rakes like
Jonathan. She's everything Jonathan never wanted.But on one fateful midnight,
he's drawn intoTommy's world of risk, danger . . . and a desirehe'd never
dreamed possible. And suddenlyhe's re-thinking everything . . . includingthe
possibility that succumbing to prophecymight just mean surrendering to love.
Originally published in 1983 the first edition rapidly established itself as a core
student text. Now fully revised and up-dated it remains the only book to address
the rationale, process, techniques and methodologies specific to the study of
dance history. For the main body of the text which covers historical studies of
dance in its traditional and performance contexts, the editors have brought
together a team of internationally known dance historians. Roger Copeland and
Deborah Jowitt each take a controversial look at the modern American dance.
Kenneth Archer and Millicent Hodson explain the processes they use when
reconstructing 'lost' ballets, and Theresa Buckland and Georgina Gore write on
traditional dance in England and West Africa respectively. With other
contributions on social dance, ballet, early European modern dance and feminist
perspectives on dance history this book offers a multitude of starting points for
studying dance history as well as presenting examples of dance writing at its very
best. Dance History will be an essential purchase for all students of dance.
Heed the call of the wild…discover the fourth book in this action-packed, New
York Times bestselling animal fantasy series from the author of Warriors! ?
“Deep characters, a complex plot, rich mythology, and a stunning setting. Wild
and wonderful.” —Kirkus on Bravelands #1: Broken Pride Set in the African
savannah and told from three different animals’ points of view, Bravelands will
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thrill readers who love Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire, as well as the fans
who’ve made Erin Hunter a #1 nationally bestselling phenomenon. A false leader
has been destroyed—but Bravelands is still in grave danger. Stinger’s death
should have brought peace to the land; but no Great Parent has stepped forward,
and now the fate of Bravelands hangs in the balance. With a mysterious threat
lurking in their midst, all members of the Great Herd must find the strength to
walk the right path or risk the end of Bravelands forever.
Isla's search for her missing brother, Pirie, has brought her to the vast Wildlands.
The forest is a treacherous place for a fox cub, but Isla is talented in foxcraft -ancient arts of cunning known only to her kind. Skilled though she is, Isla's grasp
of foxcraft is still new. And she's not alone... A cruel and mysterious fox stalks the
forest, with the power to enslave others to his will. In order to survive, Isla must
learn to trust in the rustic Wildlands foxes. But there are tales of others -- a
council of Elders who are masters of foxcraft, and who warily guard its most
potent secrets. If Isla wishes to master her gifts and find her brother, then the
Elders may be her only hope.
Before there is peace, blood will spill blood... New territory brings new troubles
for the fierce cats of the warrior Clans, who are still uncovering the secrets of
their new home around the lake. Dangers they have never faced before are
lurking in the twilight shadows, and former allies are acting strangely hostile. As
divisions between the Clans grow deeper, Firestar's daughters face troubling
decisions. One is torn between loyalty to her calling and a forbidden love, while
the other struggles with her best friend's betrayal and the surprising perils of the
forest. The choices they make now could affect ThunderClan for generations to
come . . . and with an unexpected enemy preparing to attack, their courage and
strength will be needed more than ever if the Clan is to survive.
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